SAFE RESPECTFUL LEARNERS

Level 1: Self Managing
Independently exhibiting desired behaviour as stated on SWPBL Malanda SS Universal Desired Behaviours Matrix

Level 2: Self managing plus minimal teacher prompting.
Requiring Minimal Prompting to exhibit desired behaviours as stated on SWPBL Malanda SS Universal Desired Behaviours Matrix

BEHAVIOUR BELOW EXPECTATIONS
Level 3 Self, Teacher, Parent
Requiring support to exhibit desired behaviours as stated on SWPBL Malanda SS Universal Desired Behaviours Matrix

Level 4: Self, Teacher, Parent, Administration (possible)
Requiring significant support to exhibit desired behaviours as stated on SWPBL Malanda SS Universal Desired Behaviours Matrix

Level 5: Self, Teacher, Parent, Administration
Requiring an individualised behaviour/crisis plan to learn how to exhibit desired behaviours as stated on SWPBL Malanda SS Universal Desired Behaviours Matrix

Rewards:
- Positive parent contact
- Learning
- Positive acknowledgement
- Moolah
- Reward Activities
- Leadership positions
- Awards
- Positive record on OneSchool

Possible Consequences:
- Redirecting
- Prompt
- Office Referral to be actioned
- Behaviour Plan
- Detention
- In school suspension
- Possible external suspension
- Record on OneSchool
- Parent contact
- Mediation
- Ineligible for leadership positions

WHERE WILL MY CHOICES TAKE ME?

GOOD CHOICES-GOOD CONSEQUENCES

I am a Safe, Respectful Learner all of the time even when no one is looking. I can expect and A or B for behaviour on my next report.

I am a Safe, Respectful Learner usually most of the time. I can expect a C for behaviour on my next report.

I need reminding to be a Safe, Respectful Learner and I will receive a consequence for my poor choices. I can expect a D for behaviour on my next report.

I have not been a Safe, Respectful Learner and I will talk to the Principal. My teacher will talk to my family about my behaviour. I can expect an E for behaviour on my next report.

POOR CHOICES-BAD CONSEQUENCES

I am not a Safe, Respectful Learner and the Principal will talk to my family. I will be completing my schoolwork out of the classroom and I may miss out on school events. I can expect an E for behaviour on my next report.

I have not been a Safe, Respectful Learner and I will talk to the Principal. My teacher will talk to my family about my behaviour. I can expect an E for behaviour on my next report.

I am a Safe, Respectful Learner and I will talk to the Principal. My teacher will talk to my family about my behaviour. I can expect an E for behaviour on my next report.

I need reminding to be a Safe, Respectful Learner and I will receive a consequence for my poor choices. I can expect a D for behaviour on my next report.

I am a Safe, Respectful Learner usually most of the time. I can expect a C for behaviour on my next report.

I am a Safe, Respectful Learner all of the time even when no one is looking. I can expect and A or B for behaviour on my next report.